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The seventh grade social studies course is the beginning of a two-year survey of United States history. The course 

begins with the discovery and colonization of America and continues through the Revolutionary Era, the writing of 

the Constitution and the early struggles of the Young Republic and concludes with Westward Expansion.  All units 

include an examination of the impact of economics, politics, and social history on the development of the United 

States.  Basic geography skills, group learning activities, current events, and research projects are used to enhance 

student learning and to develop critical thinking skills.     

 

Course Outline: This course includes the following units from the text United States History: Beginnings to 1914 

published by Holt copyright 2009: 

 

1. Our Colonial Heritage 

2. A New Nation 

3. The New Republic 

 

Content areas to be covered: 

Reasons for early explorations    Indian nations in early contact period 

How the New World was “divided up” by Europeans Lifestyles of the various Colonial regions 

Impact of the French and Indian War on Pennsylvania Issues that lead to the American Revolutionary War 

Results of the war      Writing the Constitution and Bill of Rights 

American expansion west through Lewis and Clark 

 

Evaluations:       Supplies needed: 

Homework (10%)      Pencils; regular and colored     

Classwork (20%)      Folder or binder section to organize materials 

Projects and small quizzes (30%) 

 Create a crest, explorer graveyard, PowerPoints, 

 In class presentations, just to name a few 

Chapter Tests (40%) 

 

Expectations: 

Homework is given Monday-Thursday nights.  Assignments are located on side board in classroom daily.  Make 

up work should be picked up in homeroom every day.  Vocabulary quizzes are given every week; chapter tests 

given after chapter completion.  Short quizzes are given in between.  Time is given to complete projects in class or 

may be completed at home.  A Historical fiction or non-fiction AR book worth at least 5 points must be read each 

nine weeks with printout of completed tests.  This may be completed before the end of the nine week and points 

may carryover to additional nine weeks.  Class participation is encouraged though class discussions, oral readings, 

presentations; it is not part of the grade.  By the end of the year, students should have acquired a better 

understanding of the beginning of our country and the role the state of Pennsylvania played in that development. 
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